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It is proved that for every k a4 there is a A(k) such that for eve:y g there is a graph G with 
maximal degree at most A(k), chromatic number at least k and girth at least g. In fact, for a 
fixed k, the restriction of the maximal degree to A(k) does not seem to slow down the ptiih of 
the maximal girth of a k-chromatic graph of order n as n -+ w 
1 this note we use the terminology of [l], to which we refer the reader for the 
definitions niot given in the note. The graph with vertex set V and edge set E is 
denoted by G== G(V, E). The maximal degree of G is A(G), the chromatic 
number is x(G), the girth is g(G) and the clique number is cl(G). If W c V, then 
G[W] is the subgralph spanned by W. Writing under a pseudonym, Tutte [4,5] 
was the first to show that there exist triangle free graphs of arbitrarily large 
chromatic number. IErdiis [6] considerably extended this result by proving that for 
every Ic 3 3 and g:z 3 there exist: k-chromatic graphs of girth g. Furthermore, 
Griinbaurr: ]:S] conjectuied that for every k > 3 and g 2 3 there c xist k-chromatic 
graphs of girth at least g and maximal degree k.. 
Extending a result of Gerencser [7], Lov6sz [9] proved the following theorem. 
Let G be a graph of maximal degree A(G) = A and let A + 1= Cy (di + l), di 2 0. 
Then the vertex set of G can be psrtitioned into classes VI,&, . . . , V,,, such that 
A(G[Vi]) s die The following immediate corollary of this result was discovered 
independen:ly by Borodin and Kostochka [Z] and Catlin [3]: 
where A == A(G) and p = cl (G). In particular, if A(G) z= 7 2nd cl (G) s 
[-(A(G)- 111, th en x(G) <A(G) so Griinbaum’s conjecture that we mentioned 
above is false. It is not ‘known how far inequality (1) is hrom being best possib’le It 
seems very likely that (1) can be improved considerably, at least for large A and 
small p. The difficulties encountered in the construction of high chromatic graphs 
with given maximai degree and girth suggested a conjecture diametrically q-q~~- 
site to Gribnbaum’s conjecture; namely that given any d 3 3 there cxi\tc ;I 
go= g(A) Isuch that if A(G) = and g(G) 3 go, tllen x(G) sc 3. 0~ aim k t(~ 41 M 
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Pkgg& Denote by % th& set of all grap& with a givenset Vclf IS vertices and with 
m’s cn edge. Let %I&&t of tho$& graphi n& in which me can find a set of at 
m&t dk’ edges, after whose omission the gr@h dbtained h&r mairi&um degree at 
most Ao. Our &t aim &to show that i%Ila$l%l. The expected number of vertices 
of degree d is 
Given a graph GE 48 with degree sequence (d& call E(G) = &&Ii - A,) the 
ezeg &gree of G Mote that G contains a set J$ of at most s(G) edges uch that 
A(G(V, 2% E’)) s do. The expectation of the ,exasdegree is at most ) 
,z+, n(Tr (d -d,!4:2n(~~ A,.;2nAo2-Ao$$ 
Hence at least $ of the graphs iln “$8 have excess degree at most n/3 k2 and all these 
graphs belong to $9,. 
Denote by N(I) the expected number of cycles of length ,!. It is ~:asily seen (cf. 
i:l, Ch. V, &t3‘;1 that 
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Hence 
1 
N= c N(1)<-(2c)~<-J- 
3dego go 12k2’ 
Let 9& consist of those graphs in 9 that contain at most n/3k2 cycles of length lesi 
than go. Since N<d12k2, I%21*31cL91. 
Denote by M(q) the expected number of sets W c V, 1 WI = p = {n/( k - 1)) = con 
such that G[W] contains q edges. Then 
i’ut q. == [2n/3k2]. Then 
M__ c M(@< 
q-40 
On taking the logarithm it is easily checked that M<:$. Denote by 9& the SE t of 
graphs in 59 that do not contain a set W c V, 1 WI = [n/(k - l)] such that G[ W] has 
at most [2n/3k2] edges. Since M<$, I%,la$l%]. 
Note now that I?& f~ %I2 n s31 +I%1 so %Z1 n $9, mu, is not empty. Let GoE 
$I, n g2 rr $v3. Since GO E 9& n g2, we can find a set of at most 2n/3 k2 edges of GO, 
after whose omission the remdning graph G satisfies A(G) s A0 and g(G) :s go. 
Furthermore GO E g3 implies that G does not contain [n/( k - l)] mdepen lent 
vertices. Consequently x(G) P k, completing the proof of the theore tn. 
X&eni& 2. L,et k 2 4 and A0 = bilk) be as in the theorem. Denote by g( n, k 11 the 
maximal girtb of a k-chromatic graph of order n and denote by g( n, k. d( k ) I the 
maxima.l girth of a k-chromatic graph of order n with maximal degree at nost 
A(k). We knew (cf. [l, Ch. V. $41) that 
1 log n 
[ 1 --- 4log k <g(n, k)<2 log [ 1 log k 
and iF E >O an13 k and n are suficiently large, then 
(I- E) lE< g(n, k). 
. C&&~y $&‘Q$#))=s g(n, k). The thearem we have just proved shaws that the 
IM biequa9ity holds for g(n, k, A(k)) as well. 
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